Abstract-This paper presents a review of vector quantization techniques used for encoding digital images. First the concept of vector quantization is introduced, then its application to digital images is explained. Spatial, predictive, transform, hybrid, binary, and subband vector quantizers are reviewed. The emphasis here is on the usefulness of the vector quantization when it is combined with conventional image coding techniques or when it is used in different domains.
I. INTRODUCTION MAGE compression is essential for applications such as TV I transmission, video conferencing , facsimile transmission of printed material, graphics images, or transmission of remote sensing images obtained from satellites and reconnaissance aircraft. Another area for the application of efficient coding is where pictures are stored in a database, such as archiviqg medical images, multispectral images, finger prints, and drawings [ 13 and [2] .
The vector quantization algorithms for reducing the transmission bit rate or the storage have recently been extensively investigated for speech and image signals [8] and [ 1 11. In this paper, only the applications of vector quantization to image coding are discussed; the contents are thus restricted to coding techniques that employ vector quantizers (VQ's). Recently, there have been several review articles on general technique of image compression [3]- [6] . In particular, vector quantization has been applied to speech coding for a number of years [7] - [lo] , and Gray has recently published an excellent review paper on this subject [ 1 11.
A fundamental goal of data compression is to reduce the bit rate for transmission or data storage while maintaining an acceptable fidelity or image quality. Numerous bandwidth compression techniques have been developed, such as differential pulse code modulation, transform coding, hybrid coding, and adaptive versions of these techniques in response to the growth of image-processing methods. These techniques usually exploit the psychovisual as well as statistical redundancies in the image data to reduce the bit rate [12] . One deficiency with all of the conventional coding techniques is that quantization is performed on individual real-valued samples of waveforms or pixels of images. For example, transform coding does this by first taking block transforms of a vector and then scalar quantizing the transformed samples within the vector. Predictive coding does it by coding an error term formed as the difference between the current sample and its prediction. These techniques are not optimal since the processed samples are still somehow correlated or dependent.
According to Shannon's rate-distortion theory, a better performance is always achievable in theory by coding vectors instead of scalars, even though the data source is memoryless.
This paper is not intended as a survey of the basic vector quantization design algorithms or the searching techniques, but rather as a demonstration of the application of vector quantizers to image coding. A definition of the vector quantizer is given followed by its applications to images in the spatial domain, the predictive domain, the transform domain, and combinations of these known as hybrid domains.
DEFINITION OF VECTOR QUANTIZATION
Extensive studies of vector quantizers or multidimensional quantizers has recently been performed by many researchers [13] - [17] . The design of optimal vector quantizers from empirical data were proposed and extensively studied by Linde, Buzo, and Gray [9] using a clustering approach which is discussed in Section 11-A. This algorithm is now commonly referred to as the LBG algorithm. A vector quantizer can be defined as a mapping Q of K-dimensional Euclidean space R into a finite subset Y of R K . Thus,
Q : R K + Y
where Y = (fi; i = 1, 2, * , N ) is the set of reproduction vectors and N the number of vectors in Y. It can also be seen as a combination of two functions: an encoder, which views the input vector x and generates the address of the reproduction vector specified by Q ( x ) , and a decoder, which uses this address to generate the reproduction vector 2. If a distortion measure d ( x , 2) which represents the penalty or cost associated with reproducing vectors x by 2 is defined, then the best mapping Q is the one which minimizes d ( x , 2) [13] . The LBG algorithm and other variations of this algorithm are based upon this minimization, using a training set as the signal.
One simple distortion measure for waveform coding is the square error distortion given by
K -I d(x, a)= I ( x -a ( ( z = ( x j -a ; ) .
(2) j = O A weighted mean square error (WMSE) distortion can also be used [37] . Other error distortion measures have also been suggested, but they are too expensive computationally [18] for practical implementation. One problem with vector quantization is that a large effort is required by the encoder to search the whole codebook in order to identify the nearest matching vector template to an input vector. Recently, Buzo et af. [7] have proposed a tree searched (TSVQ) encoder in order to reduce the search effort of a vector quantizer. A TSVQ encoder can be explained as an encoder that searches a sequence of small codebooks instead of one large codebook. The encoder structure can be depicted as a tree and each search and decision corresponds to advancing one level or stage in the tree, starting from the root of the tree. A detailed description of TSVQ's and TSVQ design algorithms may be found in [ 191 and [20] . The disadvantages of TSVQ encoders are that their 0090-6778/88/08OO-0957$01 .OO 0 1988 IEEE [110] where Fischer designed a quantizer (Pyramid Vector Quantizer) based on the implicit geometry of an independent and identically distributed Laplacian source.
A . Vector Quantizer Design
The goal in designing an optimal vector quantizer is to obtain a quantizer consisting of N reproduction vectors, such that it minimizes the expected distortion. Optimality is said to be achieved if there is no other quantizer that can achieve the minimum expected distortion. Lloyd [ 171 proposed an iterative nonvariational technique known as his "Method I" for the design of scalar quantizers. Recently, Linde et al. [9] extended Lloyds' basic approach to the general case of vector quantizers. Let the expected distortion be approximated by the timeaveraged square error distortion given by the expression
The algorithm for an unknown distribution training sequence is given in [9] .
1) Let N = number of levels; distortion threshokd E 2 0. Assume an initial N level reproduction alphabet A o , and a training sequence (xi; j = 0, 1, * e , n -l), and rn = number of ite_rations, set to zero.
2) Given A, = ( y i ; -i = I , * * e , N), find the minimum distortion partition P ( A , ) = (Si; i = 1, -* e , N ) Simulated annealing is an stochastic optimization technique that can be used to find the optimal codebook patterns with respect to the training sequence. It will avoid local minimums by introducing noise in to the system.
SPATIAL VECTOR QUANTIZERS (SVQ)
Recently, the performance of vector quantizers on digital images has been investigated in the spatial domain 1231- [45] . Adaptive and nonadaptive vector quantizers have been designed to code single frame images. The basic concept involves partitioning an image into two-dimensional vectors. Each vector is then compared to a set of standard vector templates stored in a ROM, and a codeword identifying the best match is then transmitted. The receiver reconstructs the image using the corresponding templates in place of the original vectors. Fig. 1 shows the block diagram of a simple vector quantization coding system. Murakami et al. [30] designed a vector quantizer system by converting each vector (block) of the video signal into a vector with zero mean and unit standard deviation as shown below for a vector of input
(9) where m/, and a/ are mean and standard deviations of block 1.
By the above normalization the probability function P ( X ) of input vectors X is approximately similar for video signals from different scenes. Each vector X , is then coded by a codebook designed by the LBG algorithms using a mini-max distortion criterion. The mean and the variance are quantized by a scalar quantizer and then transmitted. A two-dimensional quantizer can also be employed to code these statistical measures. Orientation Orientation mean from the input vector, is vector quantized. A variation of MISVQ was also introduced, and is called meanlresidual vector quantizer (MIRVQ) as shown in Fig. 3 . In this coding system, the sample mean is first scalar quantized and then subtracted from the vector so that any error in quantization of the mean is incorporated into the error vector. The M/RVQ system reduces the blocking distortion that is caused by coarse quantization of the sample mean in the MISVQ system [25].
A . Mean
To exploit the interblock correlation, Baker suggested the use a scalar quantizer with memory. A differential pulse code modulation (DPCM) was used in his system. Baker also extended his coding system MIRVQ to include the symmetrical properties of the square vectors [26]. Since some square vectors differ only be reflections about their horizontal or vertical axes, it is possible to transmit this orientation as well as the corresponding codebook vector as shown in Fig. 4 this is called meanlreflected residual VQ. The advantage of this approach is that by sending the corresponding reflection information, we do not have to store all the possible code-vectors. An increase in bit rate is expected because information about the symmetry of the vector block has to be sent. If the block size is small 3 X 3, this increase in side information is significant.
B. Classified VQ
The vector coded images at very low bit rates usually suffer from edge distortion since edges cannot be reproduced perfectly by a small sized codebook. Gersho separate codebook design for each class was proposed. They called this approach a classified vector quantizer (CVQ). Each vector was then coded by the appropriate vector quantizer. The computational complexity was also reduced since only one appropriate subclass of the codebook is checked for each input vector. However, since it is of great perceptual importance to preserve the fidelity of edges in location and angular orientation, the authors extended their earlier classification idea to include a larger number of classes [37]. Each edge block was then subdivided into more classes depending upon the orientation and location of the edge. Fig. 5 shows the classification that they used. Subcodebooks were designed separately for each class by using the LBG algorithm. For example, let C represent the overall codebook and Ci represent the codebook for each class i so C = U E Ci assuming there are M classes. Codebooks were designed by using the LBG algorithm for each class, allowing the training sequence [xi; j, = 1, * . , n ] to be classified into the appropriate class, [x:; J = 1, * . * , d , i = 1, . * , MI; each codebook Ci was designed by using the training sequence that belonged to that class xf'. The LBG algorithm was used to minimize the class distortion di(X, Y ) where x and y were restricted to the corresponding training sequence x' and the codebook Ci. Fig. 6 shows the coding procedure. Gradient edge operators were employed on the edge enhanced images for classification of each vector image. By increasing the size of the edge codebook, they noticed the quality of the images was seen to be greatly improved. Finally, Ramamurthi and Gersho extended the above CVQ technique to include different codebooks and appropriate coding processes for each class. For example, the blocks that fall within the midrange class, which represents moderate intensity variation but excluding any definite edges, are twodimensional transformed by using a discrete cosine transform (DCT). A number of high-frequency coefficients are discarded (zonal sampling) [38] thereby reducing the VQ computational complexity in exchange for a small increase in distortion. The distortion is negligible because most of the energy is carried by the low frequency coefficients, especially for the blocks that belong to the midrange class. For the blocks belonging to the edge class, the separate-mean VQ coder of Baker and Gray [23] is employed because the edge blocks are similar in edge orientation and location and differ only in the average intensity level; these can be represented by codebook vectors that are normalized by the mean. These vector quantization techniques can be extended to multidimensional vector quantizers for coding moving images, but the storage for the codebooks as well as the computational complexity will be exponentially increased.
C. Codebook Replenishment VQ Goldberg et al. [39]-[40]
introduced an adaptive vector quantizer for the coding of monochromatic and color pictures. In their system, adaptivity was based upon computing and transmitting a small codebook that matched the local statistics of the image to be coded. Fig. 7 shows the block diagram of the proposed adaptive vector quantization system. The image is subdivided into nonoverlapping subimages, and for each subimage, a separate codebook consisting of about 16-64 representative vectors is formed. For each subimage, the locally generated representative vectors of the codebook are transmitted, followed by the codewords or labels for the vectors of the image. Images coded by this technique produce visually acceptable pictures falling between 1-1.5 bit-pixel. The block size of 2 x 2 was employed in their algorithm. One problem with this method is that the redundancy between different codebooks used in the different subimages is not removed as indicated by the authors [40]. The extension of this technique to color images is discussed in Section VIII. The major problem with this technique is that the new codebooks must be sent to the receiver involving the transformation of a large amount of side information and also needing a large computational effort for designing the new codebooks. Gersho and Yano 1411 developed a similar algorithm in which adaptation was applied to change only a small part of the codebook rather than the entire codebook. The algorithm monitors the distortion for each input vector and if it is larger than a predetermined threshold, that input vector is added to the codebook as a new vector. 
D. Hierarchical VQ
An important point that has been ignored in adaptive SVQ is that the block size is constant throughout the encoding process. A better technique which could lower the bit rate significantly is to use variable block length. One such technique was introduced by Nasrabadi [42] called adaptive hierarchical VC (AHVQ). In this coding technique, a quad-tree algorithm [43] is first used to partition the image into blocks of size 2 X 2, 4 x 4, 8 x 8, and 16 x 16. This information about partitioning the image is represented by a quad-tree and is counted as the side information to be transmitted. Fig. 8 shows a typical quad-tree representation. In the coding process, the small blocks, 2 x 2 and 4 x 4, are coded by using a typical SVQ. The larger blocks representing constant patterns are encoded by applying VQ in the transform domain. Many of the highfrequency coefficients can be discarded and thus the effective dimension of the blocks is reduced for computational purposes. A similar but one-dimensional algorithm was also proposed for speech 1441.
Recently, Vaisey and Gersho 1451 implemented such a variable block-size vector quantizer by using a standard splitmerging segmentation technique to partition the image into subblocks. Two approaches were studied for vector quantization of images. In the first approach, vector quantizer was used as well as a transform VQ, and in the second approach an adaptive vector quantizer was used where the adaptivity was based upon updating or replenishing the codebook by vector patterns that represent the statistics of the current image more efficiently.
E. Interframe VQ
In an image sequence, successive frames are usually very highly correlated. A simple interframe coding system that only transmits the intensity of the pixels that change between successive frames is known as a frame replenishment coding system. Recently, Goldberg and Sun [39]-[40] introduced several interframe coding systems where the ideas of label replenishment and codebook replenishment were incorporated in their coding system. Fig. 9 shows the schematic diagram for a label replenishment VQ system. In this system, each frame is first divided into two-dimensional blocks, and vectors are then extracted from the resulting blocks either directly in the spatial domain or indirectly through the transform domain. The vectors corresponding to the first frame are taken as the training set for generating the first codebook. The first frame is quantized, and the labels are stored in the label memory and transmitted as indicated by dashed line 2. Each subsequent frame is subdivided into two-dimensional blocks and each vector is quantized. The label is then compared to the one in the label memory, and if it differs, the memory is replenished.
In an image sequence, usually some areas within the image sequence get occluded or are uncovered by the movement of objects. In order for the codebook to follow the statistics of the image, a codebook replenishment VQ system was suggested in
[40]. For each vector from the j t h frame, the best representative vector pattern is found from the codebook that was generated using the j -lth frame. If the distance between these vectors is above a threshold, that vector is added to the codebook at the transmitter and the receiver, thereby replenishing the codebooks. an error vector quantizer. An error vector signal e is formed by subtracting the predicted vector f estimated from previous vectors from the actual present sample vector x. This error vector is then coded by using an error codebook. To improve performance, the system is made adaptive by classifying input frames of speech into categories, and using an appropriate predictor and quantizer for each class.
Hang 
V. TRANSFORM VECTOR QUANTIZER (TVQ)
The purpose of transform coding is to convert statistically dependent or correlated picture elements into independent or uncorrelated coefficients [67]- [73] . Because of the computational complexity an image is usually divided into subimages of reasonable size and then a one-or two-dimensional unitary transform is performed on each subimage. The transformed coefficients are then nonuniformly quantized by a scalar quantizer. The quantization levels are given by a bit assignment matrix in which some of the high-frequency coefficients are discarded. The same bit assignment matrix is stored at the receiver or is transmitted for each image [70]. In adaptive transform coders, several bit assignment matrices are employed where each image block is classified into one of several categories and coded by the corresponding bit assignment matrix [70]. In the following subsections, we introduce the application of the vector quantizer instead of the scalar quantizer to code the transformed coefficients. Transformation has the effect of compressing most of the energy within the vector (block) into some low-frequency coefficients. Thus, if a vector quantizer for an image is designed by the LBG algorithm, using the low-frequency Coefficients as the training set, a very low bit rate can be achieved. The codebook designed in the transform domain is believed to be more nearly optimal than the one designed in the space domain because the transformed coefficients have better defined distributions than the image pixels. Also some of the high-frequency coefficients are discarded, and the computational cost is therefore reduced. The correlation between the transformed samples is exploited by the vector quantizer which makes the technique more nearly optimal compared to scalar quantizers.
A . Adaptive Transform Coding Using Vector Quantization
In adaptive transform coders several bit assignment matrices are designed. Each subblock of the image is then classified into one of several classes according to the activity content of the block and coded by the appropriate bit assignment matrix. Typical bit assignment matrices for an adaptive coder with four different classes are shown in Fig. 12 . A large number of the high-frequency coefficients are usually discarded. However, these high-frequency coefficients can be transmitted by a vector quantization scheme with a small increase in the bit rate [82]. In this coding system, the bit assignment matrix, as shown in Fig. 13 is now in two parts where the low-frequency coefficients are coded by a scalar quantizer, and the highfrequency coefficients by a vector quantizer. It is shown in [74] that with a small increase in bit rate the high-frequency coefficients are transmitted, and the reconstructed image has a better quality around the edges especially at very low bit rate.
Saito et al.
[75] designed a TVQ where images were divided into blocks of 16 x 16 pixels. Each block was transformed by a two-dimensional discrete cosine transform (DCT). The dc coefficient was scalar quantized by an uniform scalar quantizer of 256 levels. The ac coefficients were grouped into several different zones by grouping the coefficients in a zig-zig manner. Each zone was then vector quantized by the appropriate codebook. Vector quantization of transform coefficients has recently received some attention by a number of researchers [76]- [80] . In most of these techniques, a conventional adaptive transform coder is combined with vector quantization. An image is usually divided into blocks of 4 x 4 and then categorized into several classes; each class is then vector quantized by the appropriate codebook. There are several problems with this approach: small blocks (4 X 4) are only feasible with the current computational power so in turn the high-frequency coefficients cannot be discarded. Performing VQ in the transform domain in the above manner where each sub-block is considered as a vector has only one advantage, that is, that ac coefficients have a well-behaved Laplacian distribution which could be exploited in the designed of the codebook. However, in the following subsections, several TVQ techniques are reviewed. These techniques use VQ to exploit the intra-and interframe correlation between the blocks.
B. One-Dimensional Transform Vector Quantizer
In one-dimensional transform coders, the image lines are transformed by a one-dimensional unitary transform and a bit assignment matrix is then used to code the normalized coefficients in each transformed line. The quantizer is a scalar where the correlation between the coefficients in each line or previous lines are not incorporated into the quantizer. The correlation within the transformed coefficients in each image line is not very significant since the linear transform is believed to decorrelate the samples within each line. However, the interline correlation is very significant and this can be exploited by a vector quantization scheme. One such technique was proposed by King and Nasrabadi [Sl] , as shown in Since most of the energy is contained in the low-frequency coefficients a number of high-frequency coefficients are discarded by a zonal sampling selection process [7 11 and 1721. The neighboring rows of the transformed image are highly correlated, and this interrow correlation can be exploited by constructed a set of K-dimensional vectors where each vector of the K vector is subsequently compared to an optimized codebook of standard vector templates and is represented by its nearest matching vector template, with the mean square error (MSE) used as a matching criterion. A binary codeword (Huffman codeword) is assigned to each permissible vector template which is then transmitted. At the receiver, these [+LB L-4 . codewords will address a similar codebook to that of the transmitter to reconstruct the normalized transformed samples. In practice, this reconstruction can be done very rapidly by using the codewords to address a read only memory (ROM) in which the standard vector templates are stored as shown in Fig. 15 . The reconstructed samples are then multiplied by the corresponding variances which are either transmitted or estimated at the receiver [73] . A number of the high-frequency coefficients are discarded at the transmitter and each line is padded with zeros at the receiver. Then an inverse unitary transform is performed on each line given by Nz-l mZ=O where Bl(nz, m z ) is the one-dimensional inverse transform kernal. The bit rate R achieved is given by where A4 is the size of the codebook of vectors of dimension, K and C are the ratio of the number of samples retained over the total number of samples in each line (block).
In the above system, some of the high-frequency coefficients are discarded. However, it is possible to design two codebooks, one to code the low-frequency coefficients and one for the high-frequency coefficients. In this system, the lowfrequency coefficients with variances above a given threshold are coded by the first codebook and the high-frequency coefficients by the second codebook. The overhead information representing the codebook is also transmitted.
The codebooks are designed by using the LBG algorithm in terblock correlation is used by employing a DPCM coder on the corresponding coefficients of the transformed blocks.
A new two-dimensional hybrid coder was introduced by Nasrabadi and King [81] where a vector quantization scheme was used instead of DPCM. In this coding system, a twodimensional transform is performed on each subblock of the image as given by the transform domain for vectors of dimension K. A decision on the value K is highly dependent on the spatial resolution and the correlation factor of the images to be coded. One technique would be to find a value of K that gives the distortion error between the original image and the coded image by a fixed optimized codebook of dimension K. However, since the activities within an image could be significantly different from one another, K cannot remain fixed. An adaptive system was proposed by Nasrabadi et al.
[83] where several codebooks of different vector lengths K were employed in the vector quantization scheme as shown in Fig.  16 . The adaptivity was accomplished by varying the vector mapping window ( K , x 1) in accordance with the statistical variation in the vertical direction of the row-transformed picture. The statistical variation is described by the Euclidean distance between transformed rows. Thus, the adaptive mapping is such that if there is sufficient intercorrelation between K , = b neighboring rows, then the rows are encoded with a codebook of vector lengths K , = b. Previously developed codebooks for different template lengths are switched to and addressed in accordance with precomputed thresholds of row interseparation. The system is now a variable bit rate coder. The average bit rate is given by where Ai is the number of times the codebook i has been used, Mi is the size of the codebook, and Ci is the percentage of the retained coefficients. Some extra bits are also required to identify each codebook as well as the used adaptivities, such as the zonal discarding of the high-frequency coefficients.
C. Two-Dimensional Transform Vector Quantization
As a consequence of the computational complexity involved in two-dimensional transform coders, an image array x ( n , , n2) is usually divided into small blocks off,(nl, n2) for i = 1, 2, * * , Q where Q is the number of blocks. Each block is then coded as a unit independent of all other blocks; unfortunately, this reduces the efficiency of the coder since the elements of the various blocks remain correlated in the transform domain. In order to exploit this interblock correlation, Habibi [64] introduced a two-dimensional hybrid coder where the inform, = 0, 1, . . -, N l -1,m2 = 0 , 1 , * . * , N 2 -1 andi = 1 , 2, * . . , Q where A F ( n l , n 2 ) is the forward transform kernel. Since most of the energy is compacted within the lowfrequency coefficients, a large number of the high-frequency coefficients are discarded as in the one-dimensional transform coders. However, since the elements of various neighboring blocks are still correlated, this interblock correlation can be exploited by clustering the corresponding retained and normalized transformed samples at ml and m2 of each K neighboring blocks into vectors of dimension K. The vector quantization scheme illustrated in the Section (V-B) is then applied on the vectors, and the corresponding codewords transmitted. At the receiver, these codewords will address the codebook stored in the ROM to reconstruct the transformed blocks by substituting the corresponding vector templates in place of the original vectors. A two-dimensional inverse transform is then applied on each block as given by forn, = 0, 1, . . . , N l -1, n2 = 0 , 1 , * . . , N 2 -1 where B I ( m l , m 2 ) is the inverse transform kernel. The vector quantizer employed in this system can be made adaptive as was illustrated for the one-dimensional transform vector quantizer in Section (V-B).
D. Interframe Transform Vector Quantization (ITVQ)
In transform coders, as discussed in Section V, a transformation is performed on a subblock of an image and then coded using a bit assignment matrix. In three-dimensional coders a transformation is applied in each spatial direction as well as in the temporal direction. The resulting coefficients are usually normalized and coded by a three-dimensional bit assignment matrix. However, it is possible to vector quantize these transform coefficients to reduce the bit rate even further. The computational complexity of such a three-dimensional transform coder is very large. Nasrabadi and King [84] introduced a coding system in which a transformation was performed in each spatial direction and a vector quantizer was used along the temporal direction. In the coding system shown in Fig. 17 , a two-dimensional unitary transform is performed on eachj x k pixel subblock of L frames. The two-dimensional transform is given by foru = 0, 1, * * * , J -1 , u = 0 , 1, --. , K -1 , l = 0, 1, * * * , L , i = 1, 2 , e . . , Q 2 wherefi(j, k , 1)denotestheithreedimensional block amplitude values for a digital image sequence of L frames; AF( j, k; u, u ) represents the forward two-dimensional transform kernel and Q the number of subblocks in each direction. The transformed coefficients are has been kept fixed. However, the number of frames that can be clustered depends on the temporal variation within the image sequence. Thus, L should be made variable, changing to exploit the temporal correlation between the frames. Thus, the vector quantizer has to be made adaptive with respect to the movement of the objects within the image sequence, such that in a sequence of frames with little movement a large number of frames are clustered; this is a consequence of the high temporal correlation of frames. However, with a high density of moving objects within the image sequence, a smaller number of frames have to be clustered since the scene changes considerably from one frame to another. Thus, to adapt to the motion of the moving objects within the image sequence several codebooks of different dimensions are employed. The image sequence is then classified, and coded by switching to the appropriate codebook as shown in Fig. 19 . Fig. 20 shows a coding system with only two codebooks of dimension L and L / 2 which has been simulated on the computer. After performing the two-dimensional transformation, the adaptive quantization scheme first classifies each three-dimensional block as belonging to a stationary area or an area of rapid motion. The classification is based upon a temporal activity index which is a measure given by the difference between the sum of the square of the ac coefficients of each subblock sequence. The three-dimensional block, after being classified, is coded by the appropriate vector quantizer by specifying a suitable threshold indexed for the two classes. The overhead information (identifying the codebook) is minimized by coding each block as a packet where each packet will have a header which specifies the vector quantizer that has been used, any adaptivities, and including any error correcting redundancies.
The above algorithm has been performed on a typical image sequence of frame size (136,200) quantized to 8 bitdpixel and scaled to 5 bits for display as shown in Fig. 21 . The codebook was designed using the LBG algorithm. The initial codebook was taken from the training sequence by retaining the most probable patterns with a given distance between them. Processes images are shown in Figs. 22 and 23. The system shown in Fig. 20 is only adaptive with respect to variation of correlation in the temporal direction. However, other adaptivities such as the use of adaptive zonal discarding of the high-frequency coefficients as well as using specially optimized codebooks to code the high-frequency coefficients are still to be incorporated to provide a fully adaptive system. The bit rates achieved for the processing were obtained by using only two codebooks. A significantly greater reduction is possible if several codebooks or multidimensional vectors are employed. Using a number of codebooks will result in optimized vector quantizers for each particular class as well as the reduction of complexity of searching procedure [ 1 11.
VI. BINARY VECTOR QUANTIZER (BVQ) A . Facsimile Coding Using BVQ
Digital images such as business letters and documents, weather maps, engineering drawings, geographical maps, and newspaper pages are nominally two-tone (black and white). Efficient coding for the digital transmission or storage of twotone images has been accomplished by a number of techniques such as run length coding techniques and entropy coding of the original data [l] , [2] .
One such technique employs entropy coding of vectors obtained by dividing the original image into blocks of N pixels, transmitting short codewords for more frequent vectors and long ones for less frequent vectors. An efficient way to . Processed image sequence at bit rate of R = 1.6 bits/pixel/frame with codebooks of size C B 1 = (285, 3) and CB2 = (1 11, 6) with NMSE = 9.2 -9.5 x lo-' [82] .
construct such codes is to use Huffman codes which are based upon the joint probability of the pel patterns of the vectors. The bit rate per vector R will satisfy the inequality where HN is the entropy of the vectors of length N pixels. It is thus obvious that we can reduce r by making N larger.
However, for large N the implementation of the encoder and decoder becomes complicated. A lower bit rate can obviously be achieved by using the conditional entropy [l] , but the design and implementation of the Huffman codes will now be very complicated since they require the evaluation of the joint and conditional probabilities and a large lookup table for the storage of the codewords. One possible way to increase the compression factor is to allow some image degradation in the coding process. One such approximate coding scheme was studied by Knudson [85]. For a given vector size, only a small subset of all possible pixel patterns of the block is allowed. Any pattern which is not allowed is replaced by the pattern in the allowed subset that matches it most closely. This is known as a binary vector quantizer and the codebook could be designed by using the LBG algorithm on a set of training sequences, but there is a high possibility of getting trapped into a local minima. Knudson carried out some experiments using newspaper texts and graphics using blocks of 8 x 8. It was found that a subset of 62 patterns (out of a possible 2 9 was sufficient to obtain satisfactory image quality. It is also possible to use several binary vector quantizers to adapt to the information variations within each block. Huffman codes generated from the statistical distribution measures can be used to represent the permissible block patterns in each codebook.
B. BIock Truncation Coding Using Binary Vector Quantization
Recently, a new technique called block truncation coding 8 bits, a data rate of 2 bitdpixel is achieved for blocks of 4 x 4 pixels. In order to decrease this bit rate, an efficient way to code the bit planes must be devised. One approach is to use an entropy coder on the patterns discussed in Section VI-A) above where several small binary codebooks are employed to code each classified block. These suggestions were recently reported in [88].
VII. SUBBAND VECTOR QUANTIZERS (SUBBAND VQ)
One feature of the human visual system is that the early stages of visual information processing carried out by the brain consist of analyzing the retinal information over multiple, independent channels each of which responds selectively to a narrow-band of spatial frequencies . They extended their codebook replenishment technique discussed in Section I11 to color images. The three color signals R, G, and B are first transformed to the NTSC YIQ coordinate system by using the standard transformation. The reason for this mapping is that the transformation tends to decorrelate the information and to compact most of the energy in the luminance component Y . Both chrominance components I and Q are severely band limited and there is little correlation between the NTSC components Y, I , and Q. In their color coding system, each spectral band, the luminance component Y, and the chrominance components I and Q which were subsampled by a factor of 2 were vector quantized by the codebook replenishment technique.
Yamaguchi [loll designed a coding system where highly correlated R, G, and B, components of color images were vector quantized with bit rates of about 2-3 bitdpixel for each color component. The R, G, and B predictor 
VIII. CONCLUSION
We have presented a survey of vector quantization techniques for image coding. The basic concept of vector quantization was given in Section II. Spatial vector quantizers were discussed in Section III. As digital images are made of nonstationary signals, a variety of SVQ's have been developed such as subtracting the mean and the variance of each vector before using the VQ, or using several codebooks to match the statistics of the image blocks. One major problem with VQ's is that they do not reconstruct the edge vectors efficiently, and this is because the codebook cannot reproduce all possible patterns. A simple way to solve this is to use a codebook replenishment VQ (dynamic VQ). The effect that channel noise has on a spatial VQ coding system has not yet been investigated. Obviously, in a simply VQ system if an error occurs during transmission of a codeword, the vector represented by that codeword is corrupted, therefore, the whole block of 4 x 4 is not correctly reconstructed. A comparison of spatial VQ systems is a difficult task because computational complexity, codebook storage, and overhead information must be considered for each system, as well as the fact that more computational power and large memory storage are becoming more feasible. Since each spatial VQ has its own merit perhaps a combination of them would be the best idea. One major advantage of spatial VQ systems over, for example, transform VQ systems is that the decoder is very simple as it is just a lookup table.
The combination of VQ with conventional coders will result in a more efficient coder than when a conventional coder is used with a scalar quantizer. For example, in an interframe VQ the error signal obtained from two consecutive frmaes are correlated and dependent, but the VQ will exploit this redundancy. Predictive VQ's continue to be developed because designing the codebook and the effect that the channel noise will have on the feedback VQ systems are still major problems.
Several transform VQ systems were also discussed in this paper. The TVQ is computationally complex because of the one-or two-dimensional transformation that has to be performed at the encoder and decoder. TVQ's have several advantages over SVQ's and PVQ's. For example, some of the high-frequency coefficients can be discarded which will reduce the vector size or the bit rate depending on the TVQ system reported in Section V. It can also exploit the intra-and interframe correlation between the vectors to reduce the bit rate. A TVQ will perform better than the conventional hybrid transform/DPCM coders because DPCM coders perform significantly less well in the presence of noise, and the correlation and the dependency between error signal is not fully exploited by scalar quantization. The effect of the channel noise on TVQ will not be so severe because the error is distributed over the whole transform region (block size).
The TVQ should always perform better than conventional transform coders because scalar quantizers are forced to allocate integral numbers of bits to each transform coefficient. However, VQ permits a more distributed allocation.
